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Rise in Age of Children is a fantasy action RPG in which the hero is a child. He is told a lie, and becomes an adult. In order to rid himself of
the stigma of being a “child”, he travels through the Lands Between in an attempt to uncover the truth. You’ll get a variety of characters,
each with their own story, and so you can freely create your own unique gameplay experience. With the action-RPG element of the Elder
Scrolls series, there are a variety of special skills and actions that you can perform in battle, such as evading, attacking, and healing.
You’ll be able to collect items, experience and wisdom, and build up your strength throughout your journey.

Features Key:
Elden Ring
Bloodbath Action
Surreal World where Your Imagination Can Take You Anywhere
Skill Onboard
A Vast World with Complex and Three-Dimensional Designs
Build Your Own Character

About Degica

Degica Corporation is a developer of the action RPG genre. We're joined by deep-pocketed investors with vast experience in the publishing industry, including a stellar development background. Our mission is to develop a range of products that consistently surpass the expectations
of our audiences. Our mission is to develop products for our fans that leave a long lasting impression.

Our CEO Daichi Hosoda is a passionate genre fan and developer who has been developing action RPGs and creating world first products since he was a high school student, combining his experience of RPG experiences, fighting game activities, and the trends of the rhythm-based
games and puzzle game industry.

Thank you for your understanding.

* ERIKA: E-Dragon Quest (V NGF142) for Android.
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